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Twitter Stance Detection with Bidirectional Conditional Encoding 

Bidirectional Conditional Encoding 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bidirectional encoding of tweet conditioned on 
bidirectional encoding of target   
The stance is predicted using the last forward and 
reversed output representations 

Stance Detection 
Classify attitude of tweet towards target as “favor”, “against”, “none”  

Tweet: “No more Hillary Clinton”   Target: Donald Trump   Stance: FAVOR 

Training targets: Climate Change is a Real Concern, Feminist Movement, 
Atheism, Legalization of Abortion, Hillary Clinton 

Testing target: Donald Trump 

 

Challenges 
 
•  Tweet interpretation depends on target 

•  Solution: bidirectional conditional model 
•  Labelled data not available for the test target 

•  Solution: 1) domain adaptation; 2) weak labelling Results 
Unseen Target Models 

 

 

    

Weakly Supervised Models 

 

 

 
 

Comparison Against SOA 
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Conclusions 
•  Learning conditional sequence representation of targets and 

tweets better than representations without conditioning  
•  State of the art performance with weakly supervised model 
•  Good target representations with unsupervised pre-training 
•  Successful sequence representation learning with small data 
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Data 
 
•  SemEval 2016 Task 6 Twitter Stance Detection corpus 
•  5 628 labelled training tweets (1 278 about Hillary Clinton, 

used for dev) 
•  278 013 unlabelled Donald Trump tweets  
•  395 212 additional unlabelled tweets about all targets 
•  707 Donald Trump testing tweets 

Experiments 
 
Stance Detection Models 
   

•  Sequence-agnostic: BoWV 
•  Target-agnostic: Tweet-only LSTM encoding (TweetOnly) 
•  Target+Tweet, no conditioning: Concatenated target and 

tweet LSTM encodings (Concat) 
•  Target+Tweet, conditioning: Target conditioned on tweet 

(TarCondTweet); tweet conditioned on target 
(TweetCondTar); bidirectional conditioning (BiCond) 

 
Word Embedding Training 
     

•  Random initialisation 
•  Trained fixed word embeddings on tweets 
•  Pre-trained word embeddings on tweets, continue training 

with supervised objective 
Model	 Macro	F1	
SVM-ngrams-comb	(official)	 0.2843	
BiCond	(Unseen	Target)	 0.4901	
pkudblab	(Weakly	Supervised*)	 0.5628	
BiCond	(Weakly	Supervised)	 0.5803	
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Figure 1: Bidirectional encoding of tweet conditioned on bidirectional encoding of target ([c!3 c 1 ]). The stance is predicted using
the last forward and reversed output representations ([h!9 h 4 ]).

Here, x
t

is an input vector at time step t, c
t

denotes
the LSTM memory, h

t

2 Rk is an output vector and
the remaining weight matrices and biases are train-
able parameters. We concatenate the two output vec-
tor representations and classify the stance using the
softmax over a non-linear projection

softmax(tanh(Wtahtarget +Wtwhtweet + b))

into the space of the three classes for stance detec-
tion where Wta,Wtw 2 R3⇥k are trainable weight
matrices and b 2 R3 is a trainable class bias. This
model learns target-independent distributed repre-
sentations for the tweets and relies on the non-
linear projection layer to incorporate the target in the
stance prediction.

3.2 Conditional Encoding

In order to learn target-dependent tweet representa-
tions, we use conditional encoding as previously ap-
plied to the task of recognising textual entailment
(Rocktäschel et al., 2016). We use one LSTM to en-
code the target as a fixed-length vector. Then, we
encode the tweet with another LSTM, whose state
is initialised with the representation of the target.
Finally, we use the last output vector of the tweet
LSTM to predict the stance of the target-tweet pair.

Formally, let (x1, . . . ,xT

) be a sequence of tar-
get word vectors, (x

T+1, . . . ,xN

) be a sequence of
tweet word vectors and [h0 c0] be a start state of

zeros. The two LSTMs map input vectors and a pre-
vious state to a next state as follows:

[h1 c1] = LSTMtarget(x1,h0, c0)

. . .

[h
T

c
T

] = LSTMtarget(x
T

,h
T�1, cT�1)

[h
T+1 cT+1] = LSTMtweet(x

T+1,h0, cT )

. . .

[h
N

c
N

] = LSTMtweet(x
N

,h
N�1, cN�1)

Finally, the stance of the tweet w.r.t. the target is
classified using a non-linear projection

c = tanh(Wh
N

)

where W 2 R3⇥k is a trainable weight matrix.
This effectively allows the second LSTM to read the
tweet in a target-specific manner, which is crucial
since the stance of the tweet depends on the target
(recall the Donald Trump example above).

3.3 Bidirectional Conditional Encoding

Bidirectional LSTMs (Graves and Schmidhuber,
2005) have been shown to learn improved represen-
tations of sequences by encoding a sequence from
left to right and from right to left. Therefore, we
adapt the conditional encoding model from Sec-
tion 3.2 to use bidirectional LSTMs, which repre-
sent the target and the tweet using two vectors for
each of them, one obtained by reading the target

[c3! c1!]

[h9!h4!]

Setting 
 
Unseen Target Setting 
   

•  Train on Climate Change Is A 
Real Concern, Feminist 
Movement, Atheism, Legalization 
of Abortion, Hillary Clinton tweets 

•  Test on Donald Trump tweets 

Weakly Supervised Setting 
     

•  Weakly label Donald tweets  
using hashtags for training 

•  Test on Donald Trump tweets 
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